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Cellular automata (CA): Von Neumann, Ulam (1940s)

Famous example: (Game of) Life (Conway, 1970):

Cells of Z2: alive (state 1;  )
dead (state 0; )

Moore 
neighbourhood

birth iff 3 neighbours alive

survival iff 2 or 3 neighbours alive

Simultaneous updates in discrete time: 

Examples…



Focus on 1-dimensional CA rules, 

with quiescent state 0,

started from a seed
(finitely-supported initial configuration),

especially a ‘typical’ (random) seed.  

Examples:



𝜆𝑡+1 𝑥 =  
1, 𝜆𝑡 𝑥 − 1 + 𝜆𝑡 𝑥 + 𝜆𝑡 𝑥 + 1 ∈ {1,3}
0, otherwise

= 𝜆𝑡 𝑥 − 1 + 𝜆𝑡 𝑥 + 𝜆𝑡 𝑥 + 1 mod 2

Predictable behaviour: “1 Or 3” rule
State of cell x 

at time t

tim
e
 t



Seed = single 1

1 Or 3



Any seed: replication

1 Or 3



Reason: additivity 1 Or 3



Reason: additivity 1 Or 3



Completely different: “Rule 30”



Rule 30



chaos(?)

Rule 30



Theorem (Cook 2004)
(Conj. Wolfram 1985): 
Rule 110 is
Turing-complete.



Multiple behaviour types: “Exactly 1”



replication

Exactly 1



replication

Exactly 1



chaos (?)

Exactly 1



periodicity

Exactly 1



mixtures…

Exactly 1



Theorem (Gravner, Griffeath, 2010)
Replication, periodicity,… occur for 
exponentially many seeds of length L.

Conjecture (Gravner, Griffeath, 2010)
For a uniformly random seed in {0,1}L,

P(chaos within some wedge)  1 as    L ∞.

For “Exactly 1” rule:

E.g.: densities of local patterns
converge to a non-trivial probability measure

with mixing properties 
(not proved for any CA) 



Is there a “2nd law of thermodynamics” for CA:

If a CA yields chaos from some seeds,
then it yields chaos from almost all long seeds. ?

“disorder wins”

No! Some CA are self-organizing!

Gravner, Griffeath 2009
give strong empirical evidence that:

For certain 1-dimensional CA, 
exceptional seeds yield chaos, but almost all long 

seeds yield (non-trivial) predictable behaviour

Our goal: rigorous version of this.
“order wins”



Somewhat related: “Positive Rates Counterexample”:

Theorem (Gács, 1986,2001)
There is a 1-dimensional CA that has multiple 
stationary distributions when subjected to random
errors with rate ε > 0.

(Exceptionally difficult 200+ page proof).



Theorem (Gravner, H., 2013)
For 1-dimensional CA in a certain class,

started from a uniformly random seed in {0,1}L,
P(replication)  1 as    L  ∞,

while some seeds yield 
provably more complex behaviour
(and some yield apparent chaos).

?

?

?



Simplest example in our class: Web-Xor
states  0 1 2

𝜉𝑡+1 𝑥 = 𝑓[𝜉𝑡 𝑥 − 1 , 𝜉𝑡 𝑥 , 𝜉𝑡 𝑥 + 1 ]

𝑓 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐 ≔  

1 𝑁1 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐 ∈ 1,3

2 𝑁1 𝑎, 𝑏, 𝑐 ∉ 1,3 , 𝑁2 𝑎, 𝑐 = 1
0 𝑜/𝑤

# of 2s
in {a,c}

I.e. 1s perform 1 Or 3, 
2s perform Xor on points not occupied by 1s  

Examples…



Web-Xor

apparent chaos



Web-Xor

replication – Theorem says typical seeds like this… 

random seed



Web-Xor

quasireplication (not replication)



Web-Xor

quasireplication (not replication)



Definition of replication
Λ:= support (in Z2) of 1 Or 3 

started from single 1
Λ(r):= all points within distance r of Λ

A CA configuration is a 
replicator of thickness r and ether η (w.r.t. Λ)
if every bounded component of Λ(r)C

is filled with (a translate of) η

Doubly-periodic 
configuration in {0,2}Z2

( config. in Λ(r)
predictable also –
determined by finite
# of local patterns:
G,G,Pelfrey 2011)

( density 
= density(η))



Web-Xor

replicator with 0 ether 



Another CA in our class: Piggyback

replicator with another ether 



Piggyback

replicator with another ether 



Web-Xor

replicator with 0 ether 



not a replicator! 

Modified Web-xor



Theorem (Gravner, H., 2013)
For 1-dimensional CA in a certain class,

started from a uniformly random seed in {0,1}L,
P(replication)  1 as    L  ∞,

while some seeds yield 
provably more complex behaviour
(and some yield apparent chaos).

?

?

?



Theorem (Gravner, H., 2013)
For 1-dimensional CA in a certain class:

Started from a uniformly random seed in {0,1}L,
 random RL [0,∞] and ηL s.t.
replicator of thickness RL+L and ether ηL

P(RL=∞)  0 as L  ∞ (in fact RL tight).
Same holds if we replace some initial 0s with 2s.

While some seeds yield 
provably more complex behaviour
(and some yield apparent chaos).

?

?





Definition of our class of CA 
3-state range-2 CA on Z
web CA:
image under    0

2
1 1

obeys 1 Or 3 CA

Empty diagonal path: path of 0s w/ steps

(or Wide path: empty path w/ no ) 

information about distinction between 0s and 2s
can only pass along

0



Theorem (Gravner, H., 2013)
For a diagonal- (or wide-)compliant web CA:

Started from a uniformly random seed in {0,1}L,
 random RL [0,∞] and ηL (dep. on seed) s.t.
replicator of thickness RL+L and ether ηL

P(RL=∞)  0 as L  ∞ (in fact RL tight).
Same holds if we replace some initial 0s with 2s.

While some seeds yield 
provably more complex behaviour
(and some yield apparent chaos). ?







More complex behavior for exceptional seeds

CA configuration is a quasireplicator if 

for some “exceptional set” Q  Z2 ,
each bdd component of QC is filled with ether η,
and a-n Q  Q∞ of Hausdorff dim < 2

Quasireplication may be proved for specific seeds
by inductive schemes (G,G,Pelfrey 2010)

Examples:



Web-Xor

quasireplicator



Web-Xor

quasireplicator



Web-Xor

(bigger picture)



quasireplicator

Piggyback



chaos?

Piggyback



Theorem (Gravner, H., 2013)
For a diagonal- (or wide-)compliant web CA:

Started from a uniformly random seed in {0,1}L,
 random RL [0,∞] and ηL (dep. on seed) s.t.
replicator of thickness RL+L and ether ηL

P(RL=∞)  0 as L  ∞ (in fact RL tight).
Same holds if we replace some initial 0s with 2s.

While some seeds yield quasireplicators
(and some yield apparent chaos).









Additional results (Gravner, H., 2013)

Ethers: If RL < ∞ and ηL= η for some seed, then
liminf L∞ P(RL < ∞ and ηL= η) > 0 for random seed.

(In fact, can compute rigorous lower bounds; 
e.g. Piggyback: > 100 ethers have liminf > 0, 

conj: ∞ many.)

C log L

Robustness: With high probability (as L∞), 
changing initial 0s to 2s 
has no effect within 



Theorem implies rigorous results for some
2-dim solidification CA (e.g. density 1 w/ Prob > 0)
via “extremal boundary dynamics”... 



Key tool: percolation theory on space-time 
configuration of additive CA

Theorem: In 1 Or 3 started from uniformly
random configuration in {0,1}Z (fair coin flips),

P( empty diagonal path Zx{0}  (0,t)) < e-ct.
Same for wide path.



Theorem: P( ∞ empty path from (0,0)) > 0.

But:



Space-time configuration is highly dependent
(function of initial of configuration!) 

Highly-dependent percolation
typically very challenging to analyze
(Winkler 2000; Gacs 2001; 
Peled 2010; Basu, Sly 2012).

But we are lucky in this case 
(other ‘well-behaved’ cases:
Balister, Bollobas, Stacey 2000; 
Moseman, Winkler 2008).



Basic method: dual assignment –
find some unif random sets!

1 Or 3 CA; (x,t) := t(x);
 =  started from single 1

Proposition: Suppose 0 unif random on A  Z,
and F: SA is s.t.

space-time point

𝜆 𝑥𝑗 − 𝐹 𝑥𝑖 , 𝑡𝑖 , 𝑡𝑗 =  
1 𝑗 = 𝑖
0 𝑗 < 𝑖

Then  unif random on S.

“dual assignment”

A
F

S



Proof of no percolation for diagonal paths

# paths = 2t

P(path π empty) = 2-t (dual assignment)



0

t



Proof of no percolation for diagonal paths

# paths = 2t

P(path π is leftmost empty path) = 2-t-m(π)

# of ‘left corner points’ 
at odd time steps

𝑃𝑡 ≔  

𝜋 𝑙𝑒𝑛 𝑡

2−𝑡−𝑚 𝜋 𝑃𝑡+2 =
7

8
𝑃𝑡



key
fact



No percolation of wide paths:



Percolation of empty paths:



Deduce percolation properties started from seeds

Corollary: In 1 Or 3 started from a uniformly
random seed on [0,L],

P( empty diagonal path)
 0

C log L



Proof: exploit long-range dependence!

Periodic with
period O(k)

k

Periodic with
period O(k),
and each row 
unif random!

Union bound:  Ck e-ck 





Using same idea:

Corollary: In 1 Or 3 started from a uniformly
random seed on [0,L],  with prob  1:
Above each triangular void there is a strip
that blocks diagonal paths.
All strips are spatially periodic with same
repeating pattern.

( ethers,
main Theorem)



Proof:

2m

Period 3x2m

...1―1―0―...

2m-1 0s

Period 3x2m,
every 2m-interval
unif. random

Then as
before. 


2m



Not understood: supercritical percolation from seeds

Theorem: from unif random config on Z,
frontier of empty paths has drift ¼.



What happens from a random seed on [0,L]?

t

Conjecture: with high probability,  (t), t  ∞
(0<<1)



But not true for every seed:

t

Proposition: for certain seeds,  (0.4t, 0.5t),
& converges to devil’s staircase in scaling limit.

10000000100000001



Proposition:  Power law lag
(with =log 2/log 3) holds
for highly simplified model

Similar phenomenon may be behind behaviour
of web CA for certain exceptional seeds... 



quasireplicator?

Modified Web-Xor



Web-Xor

chaos?



Web-Xor

(bigger picture)



Completely open:
critical(?) percolation cases

Web 1 Or 3



Open Problems

• Are there ∞ many ethers?  
Algorithm to decide whether given ether can arise?

• Space-time percolation on other 1-dim CA 
(e.g. uniform measure is invariant for Rule 30)

• Empty paths starting from unif random config
on half-line Z+ ?

• Existence of chaotic behavior?

• What does Life do from a unif random cfg on Z2?



Packard’s snowflake rules

Extremal boundary dynamics...



“An elementary schoolchild could look at any of the 
gorgeous pictures of computer screens in Packard’s 
collection and instantly identify it as a snowflake.” 
– Steven Levy

“Simulation by computer may be the only way to predict
how certain complicated systems evolve. [. . .] The only 
practical way to generate the [Packard snowflake] 
pattern is by computer simulation.” – Stephen Wolfram

Theorem (Gravner, Griffeath, 2006)
Final configuration of Packard-1456 has holes,
but not within distance 109 of the origin!
Each Packard rule has an asymptotic density, 
independent of seed.

Proved via extremal boundary dynamics.



Our theorem implies rigorous results for some
2-dim solidification CA (e.g. density 1 w/ Prob>0)
via 2-level extremal boundary dynamics. 


